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Andrea Barbieri, Emiliana Mangone 1

Social Politics of the State and Territories

Taking int o consideration the reality of the territory, we are presented with a
particular sharpness in the field of social politics 2 . Since the soci al politics of the
state are about fundam ental rights, essential for so cial cohesion and individ ual
well-being (health, occupation, traini ng and insertion into society, etc.), we can not
see their effectiveness if we are looking at the place of people’s lives: this headline
the territorializing of the state in the social field should be carried out in a n
exemplary way 3 . At the same time this field comes across multiple problems which
give several different politics. These ser
vices have been placed historically ,
culturally an d o peratively but have nothing in com mon with on e another. In this
way what we evidently see in the public sector the inter-ministerial approach rather
than the global approach to situations which are associated to this most of the time.
Overall, it is important to estimate that the territorializing of state action risks, in a
social way , appear at a brutal breaking point with major inheritance, buildin g up
over tens of years of intervention whic h answered to the approach by (population)
(people who suffered handicap, people with similar pathologies, and those whose
social position had those connections.) We can ther efore se e at f irst sight that it
would be potentially risky for the effec tiveness of the politics in question and a lso
for the population it is addressed to. The promotion of territorializing levels out and
upsets the naturalization of such matter 4 . It would be better if we could manage the
two approaches together r ather than se parating them . It is there fore clear tha t we
are faced with a difficult t ask to collect a fortiori for the Ministers whose ways are
often seen as being too weak co mpared to the depth of their mission. This w ould
result in problems for the organizations whose task would be to pull out the best of
both logics.
It is from this point we would like to start our paper. The paper is logic and does
not take on board the political side of th ings in which the sustainable level of
decentralization is about and is an exam ple of engaged debates on extensions of
new co mpetences to be transferred t o the occurrence or ca se-for-case, to the
collective territories.
1

This paper is the fruit of a common reflection o f the authors : however, in the s pecific one, Andrea
Barbieri has written up the in troduction and paragraphs 1-2, while Emiliana Mangone has written up
paragraphs 3-4.
2
Torchia L., Welfare e federalismo, Bologna, il Mulino, 2005.
3
De Leonardis O., In un diverso welfare. Sogni e incubi, Milano, Feltrinelli, 1998.
4
Ferrera M., The Boundaries of Welfare. European Integration and the New Spatial Politics of Social
Protection, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2005.
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Thinking about the present equilibrium of those com petent in this area, and
without breaking away from the field which is to be looked
at, the pap er is
essentially limited to examining the c oming together of the leve ls of pilot sche mes
and putting into action the politics that can help bring them closer to adapting to
the characteristics of the te rritory in which they will be i mplemented. It will tou ch
on better ways to answer the needs of the citizens and the local actors. To be m ore
precise, two questions go through the paper: local s ervices and c entral, which ar e
competent in social fields, if they have managed to integrate the first evolutions
linked to the territorializing of the politics and are they prepared to manage to get
over the new steps that are more probable.
The i mportant point of view is that o f the politics of the stat e: the depth of
covered areas in social pol itics, the m ultiplicity of the politics, the number of the
partners interested, and the variety of the devices which m ake them unrealisti c to
ambitious choices. To this, the thought politics put i nto being from the collective
territory are not treated in the studied argument; on the other hand, for each ti me
the state and the collective territories put forward prerogatives in the same field, the
tie is evidently established. One of t he key ele ments of the problem of t he
territorializing is the influence which it has managed to have on decentralizat ion
and on the adaptation of the territories of the state politics 5 .
Two series of consideration have dictated the way of understanding and treating
the matter (social politics of the state and te rritory): (a) its complexity, linked to a
character, at the sa me ti me globalized a nd pro-inf ormed and (b) the particular
betting it represents for the Social Ministries, in the ey e of adapting to a heavy
evolution, which was possible and will be probable. Our paper (which is a work i n
progress) tends to describ e these choic es and focus on the work and analy sis of
certain aspects judged and discrim inated and not to d efine absolutely the best way
to carry out a territorial work, but to th ink clearly about the capacity of S ocial
Institutions and their Services and how the y adapt in a better way to the evolving
ways which are to come.
Taking into c onsideration the reality of the territory in which it operates , in a
general context is shown by its com plexity. We can assist the elim ination of the
traditional model in which there was h omogeneity (i) in the districts to which the
State refers to, to carry out its a ctions and (ii) the dis tricts used from the collective
territories to decentralize politics. The
country, toda y less predictable, i
s
characterized both by the growth of the
territory t hat is better from the best
legislative definition (to the Towns, P rovinces and Regions we add Cities,
the
agglomerations and t he I nstitutions of intercommunity) and from the concept of
projects of the territory . To these distinctions we ca n add the difference s between
the areas mentioned to assure the d ifferent phases of the public action: the
observation, the strategic p iloting, the oper ative pilot ing, the co-ordination of t he
actors, the derogation of work, the valuation, etc.).
The si mple programming, which comes f rom t he idea of « a subject of
competences», beco mes uncertain from the point that each collectionist has the
5

Ferrera M., Modelli di solidarietà. Politica e riforme sociali ne lle democrazie, Bologna, il Mulino,
1993; Ferrera M., Le trappole del welfare, Bologna, il Mulino, 1998; Ferrera M., Le politiche sociali.
L’Italia in prospettiva comparata, Bologna, il Mulino, 2006.
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capability to take car e of each question he thinks is important to face. The backing
up of a contract (social) often allows such evolution to be legitimate.
Even managing the objec tives of the terr itory com e hand-in-ha nd with this.
Originally the managing of the territory was incarnated in the making of gr eat
plants which gave a stru cture to the territory and helped by large co mpanies
furnishing them. These w ere placed in areas (de sert) (marginal and/or poor areas) .
In this way the different territories
were given equality. Last but not le ast,
progressively, the object of managing the territory has moved on and today it is the
agglomeration and the countries that are cen tral to th e debate which are looked at.
When this is activated the biggest probl ems which e merge co me from the fiel ds,
socially and politically and managing the territories.
Introduction
Moving away fr om centrality of political action we must look at social
institutions and keep in mind a similar point of view to those commented on before
so that we can valuate the performance of the institutions.
We therefore need to choose different poin ts of approach, those of the territor y
and those of the capabilities of the social politics and take t
hem both into
consideration. There are v arious things which need to be done for reasons whi ch
are significant: (a) for territorial politics to fight against unem ployment over a long
term and soc ial exclusions, (b) to place the project s on the territory of the Stat e
Regions, (c) for the politics of the city , (d) the observers and the functioning of t he
observations, (e) for the pilot scheme regiona lly in the health, and not least, (f) f or
the central a dministrative strategies in the process of territorializing of public
action in the field of social acts and employment.
What comes out from this i mmersion into the territor y? The concrete firm ness
and progress of local administration, but vary ing advance ment depending on the
questions taken into consideration b y the territories. This is be cause the progress
and advancement depends on th e co-operational w ork of the local a ctors, fa ctors
which are contemporary, essential, fragile and incidental.
Other things have also been contested like the extraordinary complexity of the
institutional schemes which have been put into being for «squares them» with the
territory, the singularit y and sim plicity given, having an effective locally opposed
to reproductively, the co mplexity of the structure and the parameters and damag e
from adaptability. These are in synthesis, the lessons which we can extract from the
meeting of st ate social politics and the t erritory: this is because th e local r eality is
often complex, often different and it needs the consti tution of different acts which
all depend on the place and politics.
Going against certain assu mptions in central administrations and
public
administrations we have gained experien ce fro m the neces sity to renew the pilot
schemes deeply from social politics to local measures. The results are still unequal
and most of them try to fully pull the consequences towards their own organization
and to their own functioning. This is also a sign that the territory is on a backwards
path towards ad ministration and politi cs wh ich have been put into being and the
capacity of c ontinual obse rvation in the field of space wher e they grow. Thes e
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organizations, far too dispersed at pres ent, are those of power. If the state, w ho
guarantees equality of rights, must provide the means for diagnosing, checking, and
valuating it must put every thing together on the territory and it must all be shared.
Faced with these reflections and these valuations characterized as being unfinished,
two new «in the pipelines» are form ed which are able to unbalance the fragile
balances already existing:
- there is then a new st ep towards dec entralization, the bringin g together o f
simpler for ms of co mpetences betw een the stat e an d the collecti ve territory : the
need to stim ulate and reinforce experien ces by transferring duties to local country
administration which in the past were not part of territorializing
- the debate on (federalism), which brings
with it logics, well thou ght of ,
responsibility and clearness. It must intr oduce itself into a pilot ad ministrative
scheme, but it is to be founded o n a logic which is too vertical to identif y t he
competences and value the public politics. Fro m this point of view comparing it to
a more horizontal logic, that of the territory, we are giving a greater question to the
institutions.
1. Proximity, equity and quality
If we want to carry out a valuation, that implicically needs also the need of controlling of the social/political it i s necessary that we pay particular attention to th e
conditional exams and answers to the need s of the population where they are evident. Public action cannot be judged o nly by its own intentions and neither on the
quality of the tests that express the objectiv es it gi ves: it has been the resul ts of
these public actions that have relevance.
It is then in t his esprit that the relation al themes are connected with the use of
social politics. The objective is that of describing the difficulties and the success
registered in the adapting to the State social political characteristics of the territory,
until it answers in the best of ways to the citizens and the local actors.
The choice of this argu ment has also b een chosen for its actuality. Taking int o
consideration, the reality of the territory is however built on a com ponent which is
obligatory to public action, since it is in three main sectors for t he citizens th ey
found a judgement on political activity to their needs: (a) the proximity , (b) equity,
(c) quality.
1. Proximity
Citizens hope that public p owers give up on the idea s of uniform ity of the procedures and also that the y adapt to what is available in the territory character istically and tha t they co- ordinate with major i mportance to the diversity of t heir
hopes. There is a very strong social que stion in favour of the closening of the pilot
schemes and putting them into being by the politics i n favour of that that the l anguage is technocratically -designed under the name of territorializing: from an action carried out with major closening and attention to the territor y we hope that
there is a major realization to the objectives, a major mobility to the actors, a major
adaption to the action taken. For this r eason it is be tter not to re-address the prox imity of an excess to virtue: it is not alway s enough to assure the knowledge of the
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public to a fine level that we would ho pe or want and witho ut trying with a social
and geographical ad ministration put in place in proxim ity of the citizens wor ks
automatically in a m ore satisfy ing way and m ore respective of their rights. We
could also take into consideration a qu estion about the guaranteeing of equality that
they must integrate; every public action must not be carried out with a minimum of
distance in relation to the social question.
Even if, the objective of a public action closer c an be reached b y other mean s
that to intr oduce the different concepts th at they can have from the territorializing
and the role of the State:
1. taking into consideration t he reality of the territory, and their di versity, and the
reduction of the inequalit y between them can, in a certain way, operate in a St ate
that defines i ts objectives together with the responsi bility and pri orities that it is
given, organizing the adaption of its politics approaching local needs starting fro m
its criteria and with its method, and answering with its advice;
2. in virtue to another m odel, that derives from a conception that w e can qualify
like «ascending», the initiative starts fr om the local actors that identify their needs
and organize and take on t he action which a llow them to be answ ered to, and the
role of the State consists in the articul ating of these projects, w hich have come
from the territory with its objectives and furnishing them with a correct support.
Most of the ti me territorializing follows certain way s which are clearly seen in
both conceptions but the y depend on t he different types of co mbinations, at times
they are more realistic and withhold ambiguity. These are applied, i n first place, to
different public sectors carried out by the State: wh at would it be about? In t his
case, it would be about measuring to a greater extent the needs of the people, organizing an authentic conce pt, to that of live power of the se ctor chosen and taking
into consider ation every thing before p utting the strategic objecti ves into acti on.
This would enable provi sion of local di agnostics and give important m arginal
moves to the authorities which are decentralized and give the power to apply them.
The summing up of such political sector s, even if they were fully decentralized,
are not enough to answer to the needs of
collectively which the territory needs.
These are not satisfied through the only way of using State instruments and, until
local development, there is the necessity to have a road of m obility with a project
together, that is then associated to the st ate, the collective territories, organizations
of social protection, associated movements, the habitants ….
What is i mportant is the capacity to organize their co mplementing one another,
and the s ystems of the relationships whic h put the m into sy nergy with the means
which are us ed by the other actors, in proximity of durable d ynamics. Fro m this
there is an im portance of using new instruments like: organized inform ation and
mutual, dived analysis, and conventions.
These condensations can guide and address preparator y works that ai m at putting them into light:
3. the way in w hich it is taken into consider ation the diversity of t he territory and
their social economic characteristics:
4. the level and the way of c oncept with t he local, publ ic and private actors, who
are also dealing with the s ame field of state intervention, and who give disposal to
their own dynamic and a legitimacy which is often strong;
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5. the grade of consistency, measured mostly to the land interventi on of different
services – that are fro m the State to public institutions or to the collective territory,
or in particular, dealing with the same politics.
b) Equity
Two movements go together and are comforted by one another: the best knowledge of the d iversity and the unacceptability of the inequality . On the contrary to
what is suggested by Jacobin argument currently admitted, the uniformity in applying the public politics do not guarantee the equality of treating and, overall, they do
not bring with them remedies to any unequal structures that on the contrary call on
measures of positive discri mination. Since the lining of all territories on the onl y
model of development con tradicts the h eterogeneity of the situations and are revealed as being unproductive when faced by the necessity of reducing the unus ualness, we await from the territorializing that it helps to identify the local needs and
that they contribute to give adapt answers and not monolithically. This supposes an
evolution in the concepts that nature can have from public intervention on the territory:
6. in a central vision, a national territory is cut down to hom ogeneous zones to
which the same disposals are applied. All the cutting and put ting together of t he
national space in hom ogenous zones (for exam ple, in areas of em ployment – the
local job s ystems) can be the starting p oint of a m ore convincing analy sis in t he
needs of equality if what needs to be highlighted is the potentiality and the needs of
every territo ry, if this l ocal diagnos tic brings th e adoption of differentiated
measures fro m one area to the ot her in function to the specific charact eristics
observed. This process is, for exam ple, that which is adopted and contrasted
politically against long-term unemployment;
7. in another optic the object ive is no longer to cover t he national te rritory but to
disseminate a nd individualise ar eas that must make up the object of a particular
backup which is destined to fill up the ha ndicaps which are su ffered. This is th e
optic adopted by the politics of the city;
8. the mechanism of the recognising of the countries, affirm s the concept that is
radically dif ferent in the central leve
l, understands the gen eral picture and
incentivises and/or gives mobility of the legitimate actors to identify the global
components of development and to leave and/or stabilize
and/or decide fo r
themselves the area to apply it to.
To understand the dangers of being put into action the politics of every point of the
territory, cannot be significant that the State renounces the principal of an equal access
to all social rights. On the contrary, the territorializing must allow an adaption to classical politics to explore, examine and study deeply ‘the local margins’.
c) Quality
What is a waited from the actors of the territorializing?, since it is closer to the
question and so more sensible to the ne cessity to public action directly , that must
be particularly careful to the needs of th e transversal and the coherence in the work
of adm inistrations. Since the excessive ve rtical political seg mentations (for th e
Ministries and their internals, for the Dir ections, for Services or Offices) bring dysfunctions or contradictions and harms l egibility and the wellness of public action,
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the ‘‘territorializing’’ is u nderstood li ke a means to better the qualit y of the services taken. To this title, i t is one of th e components of State refor m and the modernization of the administrations.
Territorializing and modernisation have growing opportunities and radicalise in
the esprit and in the facts onl y if there is a strong pol itical will to address it in thi s
sense.
In this way it is understood and acco mpanies the decentralization of carry ing
out the publi c action. In this optic, the wa y in which the central structures hav e
faced the logics of de-cen tralization and of territorializing is not different. Hav e
they effectively organized the decentra lization, growing significantly in local responsibilities (clear directives, put at hand and perform ing means of observation
and the colle cting of needs and manoeuvring m argins), with an acco mpanying
which favours the effective exercise of these new responsibilities (balancing procedures and hu man managing)? have th e central Ad ministration Directions of the
agencies and of the Nati onal Public I nstitutions put int o action the instrumen ts
which allow t hem to carry out the m ission that the y compete in, o f strategic piloting, of accompanying, of regularization and of valuation?
2. The territories of social politics
To ask oneself about the adaptation of the social policies of the State to the diversity of the territories i mposes a prelim inary refl ection on the same concept of
territory. According to a more frequent meaning it is about an organized space with
fixed lim its, where an aut hority has put into practice a power, a competence: the
territory and, from here, f ounded on the id ea of a coherency in s ervices. So since
the balancing or the equity are absent or not well-assured it is necessary for there to
be management of the territory.
Since then this first d efinition would be better distin guished in di fferent ways,
the territories that the existence is guaranteed from the Constitution or the laws (the
Town hall, the Province, the Region) and to those whose limits are not changeable
and can only be done by complex procedures to those on the territories ad hoc that
reflect a real homogeneity. This real hom ogeneity can be built upon starting fro m
quantitative dates:
- places ex-measured: those that make such an area different fro m its neighbour
and builds a certain territor y; for exa mple, having a density of old people (or
doctors or long-term unem ployed people, etc.) for a certain num ber of habitants
and will be significantly different from the density observed in the areas near by;
- fixed ex-ante in an optic which is planned: for every territory that makes up a
certain number of habitants, there will be the need for the same amount of beds for
surgery or psychiatric places to answer to the needs of the population;
- descriptive: when we are talking about the being part of a certain lifestyle this is
measured by the number o f people who are in such an hamlet attractive to make
such an acquisition or activity (work, free time, cures, etc.)
More than even quantifying data, the homogeneity can be built around a project:
that distinguishes a territory from a simple space and then the existence of a project
that is foun ded on certain sim ilar conventions, d ivided b y the local actors and
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shown through the regularity of the behaviour of co-operation of these actors. Until
the project is not ultimate, the territory remains as a ‘work in progress’. Opposed to
this is the conception that the territory as space as living or space that makes social
cohering to the geographical territory made, fixed, and undergone.
Little by little, the territory is often m ade up of a re served space, if not exclusive, and assimilates a field of action to a z one of attraction or influence. The te rritory then m akes a placed ga me and pulls on strategies, meaning conflicts, as long
as the legislation gi ves the rules to the game (like the plant bot h for the selling of
the activity of the pharmaceutical products that the chemical pharmaceutical industries, for exam ple). Everything is subje ctable, but seen positivel y, and it is the being of a territor y of a population that h as its identity referral s and m akes its lifestyle.
Facing the existence of authorities’ ter ritory, projec t territory, pr oximity territory and managem ent, planning and co -operation of territories are we capable of
providing examples which testify a cohering research of public action? How could
the State be positioned in this research and help it without be suspected before?
The general characteristics of the norm be ing defined at natio nal level disti nguish often the stair of elaboration of strategies of intervention (the Region) and the
space of a proxim ity that is that of the action (the Province or, more recently , the
inter-provincial). The res ult would be that of making necess
ary proxim ityrespecting strategies which are defined by different methods.
Overall, this concept of proximity must be reinterpreted to the dimension of the
space lived: everyone belongs to a place even if it moves – even more, and i n always further. The dimension of the area can no longer be restrained to the space of
the habitat: it must also integrate all the relational functions.
The difficulty arrives with the development of public transport which brings
with it its own ‘territory’ ; depending on the place it attends f or its buy ing (the
hypermarket or small groceries in the proxim ity), the cinema where one prefers to
go («art et essai» in the ce ntre of the cit y of com plexes, with multi-cinemas in t he
suburbs), the school where people send their chil dren (public or private, nonreligious or religious), the health centre one chooses (hospitals in the area, university – the furthest away but the best, private clinics), etc. This tendency to create its
territory in function to one ’s own choices is not only lived as not having a remedy,
because it is linked to individual m eans of communication, but it is encouraged in
that which testifies the passive use gives way to the active use on the consumer.
In these conditions we cannot be afraid of a distancing which grows progressively between, at one side, devices that answers problems which are collective and
take into consideration the national nor ms, and from the other sid e, individual behaviours that are not forc ed. How coul d these means of intervention of organization that m ust no longer be lim ited to offer every one the same ser vices which are
founded on the norms but must be made up and come to agreement with the needs
expressed by every individual?
To organize t he national t erritory t ogether with coherent territories in the area
could imply that there would be two roads meeting that cannot be united:
- from one side, the volunta ry action of c entral public powers that are willing to
subscribe to the space of public objectives th at outlines, draws – to do t his – some
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districts that can the mselves be defined by frontiers of zones which are alre ady
institutionalized or defined by zones ad hoc;
- from another side, some local dy namics that also adopt their own areas of
development in the nam e of auton omy of the voluntary and strategic development
of local actors who are willing t o lie in su ch a territor y, to live a nd hope for t heir
business, to give them an identity that is also theirs.
Can we i magine that, every where, the pertinent territory for the ra tional central
organization is both at the same time a territory of projects for the local actors? It is
on this level that the question of the social territories is argued.
The difficulties to individualize the «pertinent territory»
If we remember that the t erritorializing follows the objective of adapting public
politics to that of the l ocal realities we i mmediately measure the importance that is
given to research, in publi c politics and th at of local realities con nected to ‘pertinent territories’: What appears like the most adapt to making this phenomena, we
want and observe or those we desire and want to intervene on, will be the most appropriate to organizing the answers and the needs identified to a more homogenous
method of making and carrying out collective projects.
The necessity to give a sufficient framework to the action of the State brings us
to consider that this pertinent territo ry must be, ex cept for so me exceptions, a
higher size to that of the Council. On th e contrary, the worries of being accessible
to the people who use them and available to locals must adapt to understanding and
warning the different lands. This pushes for the need to look for a reduced scale of
the of the Province. It is i n this way that the questio n of the perti nent territory has
an importance at infra-provincial level.
At the point where public action is fra gmented in too m any political sectari an
numbers, not hing assures that the territor y which is known as being pertinent for
such politics will equally be for the putting into action of other politics. On the contrary, everything brings us to think – for exam ple – t he health ser vices should be
limited in function to certain data like th e question and the offers which can help
while the occupational sectors will be referred to by the moving of work and home.
When the themes considered are so far and distant one fro m the other little is the
heterogeneity of the subdi visions of th e districts. In co mpensation their diversity
can make a convenience which is greater when complementary politics is at hand
that aim at similar politics, identical.
Does an inflation of territories, that would be able to multiply t he risks of
incoherence and stop the action, exist? If we we re to occupy ourselves in
a
movement of rationalization of the areas used from the services of the State, could
we understand it independently from the m ovement which operates parallel to the
side of local collectively with the creati on of land and agglomerations, with the
development of the inter-community?
The previous dem ands bri ng up two ques tions: Do the political natures of the
social field, and the con ditions of thei r putti ng i nto being, allow us to project a
more rational schema of the territories of intervention? Must t he operative zones
fixed by services by the State evolve t o coincide w ith the new p roject territor ies
that draw the managing of the territory and the inter-communality?
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The conditions that the putting into operation of the territorial politics have been
organized bring us to conclude that it is certainly possible to rationalize some of the
territories. The exercise supposes that t here should be a double equilibrium found,
in the first place the eq
uilibrium of th e State services. Since every
zone is
politically linked with its general politics a nd the picture out into being are defined
from the central administration and to this last mentioned must return the initiation
of reflexion on a har monization of the territ ories. This m ust then be a
supplementary occasion t o interrogate it internall y: the closi ng between the
management that make the functionin g possible such as «canne d’organo» and is
brought into question. At the sa me ti me the neces sary im plications of the centra l
administration m ust not bring a recentralization of the places wh ere the previous
directives were managed and had certain margins of m anoeuvres for the
decentralized authorities, which also in
clude the subdivisi on of the
public
territories and then at a second glance the equilibrium of the relation between the
State and the collective territories. The St ate services cannot igno re the im pact of
the reco mposing of the te rritory, brought on by la ws which are relative to the
managing of the territory and to the intercommunality.
All this conforms to the spirit of these norm s, this composition i s founded on
the voluntary action collectively and on the concept of territorial projects. The
present state of things does not guarantee that the new space created covers the alltogetherness of the territory equall y a nd does not adopt subdi visions that are
pertinent and will weigh i ncluding the putting into action state po litics. This last
mentioned must be m ore careful bec ause the evolution in progress in politic
s
carried out by the decentralized collect ives are more co mplementary to its own.
The State cannot carry out the principal of the coincidences of the resear ch
between the areas that ha ve already been creat ed a nd those which come out as
progression and development of intercommunality.
In this area we do not want to form ulate precise arguments which are related to
the possible rules which must be followe d to modify the areas surroundi ng which
have already been used politically. V ice-versa, it appears clear that the Sta te
services, central and de-central, build together and quickly, a vision which is linked
to what co mes fro m a real strategy of territory . T he developments which follow
draw the boundaries which could build on this reflection:
- giving up on a universal operative territor y coul d h ave the need for a uni que
picture to the declination of the togetherness of the p olitics launched by ministries
that are busy with and or have competences socially;
- find the right place for what is questioned for the harmonization of the area used
for public action;
- not to ignore the development and d ynamics of the n ew territories produced b y
the norms, relative to the management of the territory and the intercommunality.
Giving up on a “universal” operative territory
Among the different possible schemes which are added to sim plify acts that are put
into the territ ory by the ministerial poli tics that deal with and or have social de alings, there is also the hypothesis of finding t he unique territor y, which seems to
have been put aside fro m the start. The di fferent nature of the foll owed objectives
brings us to an approach and a different utilization of territories; the central ad-
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ministration would be rig ht in critically saying that if it were to decide to let pass
the territorilazzione through the way of the only districts of “ common rights” (for
example the neighbourhood ) or only through an inte r-provincial district. In oth er
terms, it is fi rmly held tha t the differe nt areas for each politic, that for which the
central ad ministration shows its aptitude to recognize that local realities are expressed differently from one area to another. The am bition must be that of sim plifying and harmonizing, and not unifying.
The different functions that are carried out help us eli minate t he concept of a
unique territory. If certain functions of observation, strategic piloting, coordination
of locals - only if the y stay the sa me at regional level and otherwise - and, in particular, the treating of indi vidual situations, keep the evidence of an interprovincia l
level. This point pushes u s to highlig ht that a surplus of territoril azzione does not
have to pass through a surplus of proximity, for the services of the State whose
mission is founded on equalit y of citizen s and guaranteeing balanced econo mical
macros and its knowing how to do t his, is expressed, moreover, in its coordination
of works.
If it is urgent for the central State powe rs to deeply reflect on their own territorial
strategy, whose i mportance has been u nderestimated up till now, we must make
sure that ther e is not a downfall in the inverse situat ion and we m ust measure that
the reflection of the territorial pertinence does not become its own.
3. Federalization and participated programming
The new con figuration of the territorial dimension that will be o btained with a
full activity of federalizat ion will put forward a series of questio ns. Will still the
priority function of an administration be the coordi nation of all social actors locals
and institutions of territory for the reach ing of the objectives of general growing?
Will the future plans that will have to include the different articulations of the types
of regulations of the territor y, both i n terms of soci o-political int egration and in
terms of cap abilities to act, still configure like the result of an acti ve participation
that involves, in a certain way, even the social parts?
The administrative perimeter of a territor y with i ts federalization will broaden,
going along the lines more and more often like a place of intersection of two structures: the one form al (the i nstitutions), and the other inform al (the relational nets),
at
not legitim ate 6 . It is not in the interests of the present paper to stabilize wh
should be the margins of operation and responsibilities of one or the other. We do
not believe that there can be a unique solution, b ut what does count is that the possible mediation between them can co me through form s of plan of int
erinstitutional keeping in m ind that the latte r, when managed by a responsible polit ical class, certainly represents the signal of progress and m odernization of democratic life.

6

For a more in-d epth discusson of this p lease refer to E. Mangone, ‘Identità, comu nità e sviluppo locale’, in N. Ammaturo and E. Mangone, Locale-gobale verso quale sviluppo? Il caso del commune di
Laviano, Mercato San Sevrino, C.E.I.M. 2008.
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The new scene of government in the territo ry will not only have to give life to a
strong partnership institution, but will also have to have a strong research method
using new instruments of legitimacy which represent overall bases for the relaunching of the programming of the political welf are in different sectors. T hese
types of initiatives are first brought by the actual phase of the “new programm ing”
of political development that involves, on the one hand, the central governm ent as
long as it kee ps to general strategies of m odernization and, on the other hand, the
local governments rel ative to the refor m of feder al process and f rom the gradual
decentralization of the responsibility in the re-organizing and managing of the new
territorial systems.
In the last few y ears, as well as consultation processes, a proces s of participation has deve loped, which has widened the area of subjects that intervening in the
process of decision making and programming; it is about subjects that represent a
fundamental part of civil society (associations, third areas, consumers, et c.) 7 and
which contribute to the reinforcement of model of “common goods” and of “shared
administration”. For the adoptio n of th is method, government procedures must be
adopted from an ad ministration that allows the continuous inv olvement of social
forces, even if this process is presented us hard and/or inconclusive, for an efficient
individualization of the problems and t he relative decision m aking, as well for the
start of processes and interventions which need consent, sharing a nd collaboration
between the different actors in the territory . In such a situation we are fac ed with
what Altieri has called macro di mensions of participation, which are “political”;
this happens «when the cit izens (or their representing agents or ass ociations) intervene, directly or with a process of indirect influence, on the choices which discu ss
standards. They tr y to influence the decisions about t he localization of t he resources, they propose new services or inte rventions to better the services and the y
tend to practice checking or vindication or negotiations» 8 .
In the actual political contest, the subsidiary is the aspect of political government of a ter ritory that pe rmit bigger spaces for par ticipation; the new modalities
for distributi ng of the ser vices will no t onl y have to underline t he actions of the
citizens in de fining their needs but will have to reco gnize the role that they must
carry out even with those who join them (informally or formally) as active partners
rather than passive receivers of services. The role of the institutions will have to be
developed by organizing o f subjects, that are particu lar and specif ic stakeholders;
those who are specifi cally interested will ha ve to interact according to the social
question and needs, with the finalization of building an organic “political territory”
through the p articipated programming and th e principals of proxi mity, equity and
quality. What must be revised are the traditional logi cs of public intervention in favour of a development of integrated ser vices and interventions, overall in sanitary
and socio-sanitary sectors, like products of the territory’s actions to then be able to
7

For a m ore in-depth dis cussion of thes e arguments of participation of the subjects of civil society
please see: Accorinti M., Terzo settore e welfare locale, Roma, Carocci, 2008, and Ciocia A. ( a cura
di ), P er un welfare dalla parte dei citadini. Aspeti teritoriale d ella domada d elle politiche so ciali,
Roma, Carocci, 2007.
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arrive at expressing what the demand was a nd identifying the priorities of intervention.
The classic al tri-participation of the phases to defining the policies (planning,
programming and projecting) cannot be mutated; all this m ust give a greater attention to the prospective application of a normative for the integration of a pr oject of
welfare intervention, and they m ust i nvolve communication bet ween participated
programming and characteristics of the territory. The participated programming has
the role of valorization and reinforcin g the positive existing realities (em powerment): The territor y is no longer a phy sical space that receive the i ntervention and
services, but becomes, itself, the protagonist of the actions taken.
An im portant elem ent of participation is surely the aspiration of the specific
subjects who participate in the process a nd who weigh their pres ence and identify
interests in the choices that belong to a specific terri torial context. This condition
highlights the dialectal equalit y/inequality: in fact, we talk of participation onl y
when certain groups of people who have roles and/or institutional powers or resources in inferior measures to those who are considered responsible in the managing of a deter minate institution, and who wa nt to bring their own orientation to t he
choices that they would ta ke on. In other words, the participation would be subsi dized in an ar tificial reduction of the inequality of power; so the term of participation will not come from referring to situations in which those who compete to make
a communal decision will all have the sam e juridical powers. Looking at t his last
consideration we ask ourselves what will ha ppen to the federalization, considering
that those who will take part in the par ticipation process will all h ave the same juridical title and com petences to administrate a territory (region, province and commune).
The paths that the administrations must take are all up hill; the most meaningful
change that must be fulfilled is in the relationship between institutions and citizens,
and consequently in the relationship between participation and institution. The passage from ideology of par ticipation to participating for objectives is the new step
for the ad ministrations; it is, therefore, neces sary to foresee structures and procedures finalized to i ndividualization and choices about the instit utional objecti ves
rethinking about participation processes in function to the proximity of the territory
and the principals of equity and quality that they hold should be placed from and to
the institutions. The administrations will have to categorically guarantee to the citizens
the rights of word, to be informed and to have citizenship through a direct protagonist
and the taking on of responsibility.
The reflectio ns that have been proposed highli ght how the participation bui lds
up, at the same time, an objective towards political welfare and a methodological
aspect. It is, therefore, po ssible to thin k about participation on different operative
terms identifiable on the basis of different but com plementary 9 functions: a) the
participation as the possibility of contributing to t he elaboration of public politics;
b) the partici pation as a right of democratically influencing the relevant processes
9
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of ones own and others; c ) participation as a right of being incl uded, to take on
rights and responsibilities in everyday life.
The administration in front of them have a great fight for federalis m that can be
defined as an opport unity; it is their job to diminish the perception of distance that
the citizen experiences in order of citie s, to the services, to their accessibility, favouring the civil sense and renewing the inte rest for a “agreement between citizen
and instituti ons” and also always awaiti ng a difficult job of overcoming the faith
that has been “lost” through the buil ding of opport unities for which the citizen s
“hear themselves” and “perceive themselves” as being “active citizens” and part of
a territory that expresses idealistic and future perspective.
In this sense the relaunching of interest in the participation of the programming
holds a certain willpower of different subject s, to be able to devel op in the citizens
a process of political, civil and econo mical alphabetization, at obtaining the basic
knowledge about the functioning of the mechanism of the institutions and the society, not the mechanism of regulating t he social and econom ical life, conditions
necessary for the training and the expression of interests and options, and to organize in function to the realization of their social desires.
4. The politics of welfare of the territory and plans
The buildi ng of a new agreement for a new territory cannot bri ng actions to gether from various decisional and institutional levels, and at the same ti me the
demands promoted by the territory; what must continue is a renewing m odel of the
development of basic plans, focusing most of all on t he taking back of the territor y
and on the valorization of the resources at hand. In the 1980s there were models of
endogenous development that brought to the attention the politics and economy the
plans, often spontaneous and regulated b y best practice more t han standardized
norms, that the reality of the econom y of the territ ory can be s een. The plan has
come to have a meaning less “c entral” and has the advantage of a spectru m of instruments more linked to the experience and culture of the individual territories and
then creating “opportuniti es and sy nergies” than to ties and norms. The plan must
not become the arena of the strife; it must be “a foot ahead” in the process of innovation: at every level of representatives of different subjects, the plan process must
conclude with relevant acts fro m clear procedures and responsible positions where
the role and function of each represented must be clear.
The politics of welfare for their specific involve a multiple private or public
subjects, as sociated with one another or singly with the need to activate instruments able to use even econom ic and social plans and instituti ons: this makes us
consider the role of the instru ments of the negotiating plans 10 , the first priority of
which, as we note, are the regulations agr eed on by those publicly and privately interested in carrying out these different i nterventions referred to an only aim wh ere
there is the need for a com plex valuation of the com petent activities. In each way
that political welfare is looked at we cannot consider the worthiness and the different points of view and interests and the in tegration of the different instruments and
10

Granata F., Gli Strumenti della programmazione negoziata, Napoli Liguori Editore, 1999.
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behaviours. This means t hat we need a renew ed commit ment an d capacity , a nd,
overall, the willingness of those involved in the planning while not taking away the
responsibility that such a process need s regarding the representatives of the com munity (territory).
The strategie s m ust bas e the mselves on an “integral logic” which m anages to
coherently collect the obje ctives where there is the safeguard of the wellbeing of
the territory. The social an d environmental problems in the econom y of wellbeing
can no longer be considered as external a nd nor be treated exclusively with pu blic
intervention; the integrated reading of the objectives will not find an easy ground,
free from resistance linked to “positional prof it” and the y will definitely note th e
difficulties caused by contrasts, ev en in the ad ministrative camp and management,
so there will then be the need for a po litical mediation from the administration sections taken from the involvem ent of all t hose interested. This process i s not immune to conflicts between objectives and those interested. It is necessary to define,
accept and share criteria to be able to manage and overcome such conflicts. The introduction of the complexity in the strategic picture of welfare politics and in decisional processes so that the most recent generation and m ost advanced instruments
of planning reflect a weak rational a nd takes on a com plex dimension and u ncertainness and not the plurality of interests such as values to protect and as opportunities to build co mmon grounds of objects. No w more than ever in Italy you m ust
outline for administrative purposes the passage fro m the di mension of government
to the dim ension of governance like a regulating negotiation of i nterests, with the
dimension of consensus ( consensus building ) co-essentially to the phases of the
process of defining politic ise. Specific attention to an innovative prospect of the
integrated planning in poli tical welfare will be paid to the link between planning
and the characteristics of the territory (from geomorphic to socio-demographic and
cultural). The planning of political welfare in an integrated logic has the role of
highlighting the potentialities of the territor y and valorizating the existing realiti es,
concentrating the attention on risk fact ors reducing the effects; this type of planning must be able to take action even on conditions of possibilities of the same interventions especially in the territories where a series of downfalls or where system
relations and the articulation of social, productive an d adm inistrative fabric see m
particularly destructed.
The present federalization has not yet defined an as set which is complete or organic in terms of the territor y roles both in relation t o the rights of the citizens and
to central government and to the admi nistration of these territories, looking at,
overall, the form of social security of th e citizen an d the complete citizenship. Using subsidiari es as the main principle of the new political welfare at the territory
level asks that the main aims of the local administrators become those that help the
people to become active or to rem ain productive members of society. The new distributing modalities of the services will not on ly have to highlight the users’ participation, defining their needs, but will al so have to know, overall, the role that
they and their fa milies can have as active partners more than th ose of the pa ssive
receivers of benefits and services.
The correct application, both with the vertical subsidiaries (betw een public institutions) and those of horizontal subsidiaries (between public institutions and civil
societies — individual and collective subjects), keeps and reinforces the role of the
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administrations when, on the one hand, the y guarantee solidarity principles between the citizens in the help to civil society and the co llecting of the exercise of
public responsibilities and when they are carried out with an adequate surveillance
on the complete offer and guarantee partially and completely the network of events
and present s ervices in th e territory . In th is prospect the Plans of Zone and the
Plans for He alth 116 must be redefined starting from the territory if they must continue to be t he fundam ental instruments to govern the health politics and sociohealth politics of a territor y; the r ole of the adm inistrations will have to be developed in the coordinatio n and the organi zation of different subjects, with particular
and specific i nterests, that will interact according to the needs and the social demand with the aim of building organic territory political welfare.
The territories are considered as open s paces in which the social and environmental net works find their closest inter relationship depending on the logic which
the integration of the intervention for hea lth and wellbeing will be put into t hrough
the conjugation of environmental, social and economical aspects. It will not only be
guaranteeing and looking after health bi ologically but it will be necessary to assure
a global bettering of the quality of life focusing on the objectives of the reduction of
the “social pathologies” that will afflict the territory of modern life and give th e idea
of the necessity of making “territories to man size”.
The political welfare of a territory will have to distinguish itself for the building
of an integrated sy stem of services and interventions. For this we h ighlight the difference between the concept of service that is a stable unit of offer in tim e, structured and reg ulated from functional and organized standards, and the intervention
that indicates a part of a p roject realized thro ugh an adequate coordination of the
resources of the times of the means at hand. The com plete trans formation of the
welfare system will be redone by an important event, which is that of valorizing the
territory as a resource , able not onl y to put int o contact the citizens by for mal
means (the s ervices) and informal (relati onal) 12 but also to sustain and prom ote all
the co mmunicating networks of solidarity and reciprocation that will be managed
spontaneously in a territory.
It is then confirmed that the choice of political welfare which is not residing but
founded on a citizen’s idea in which the principle of the horizontal subsidiary is interpreted as a support to give widened r esponsibilities and not as an abdication of
the public part of taking the wellbeing of the citizen.
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